Integrated (Seated) T'ai Chi Exercises
A few notes on the basic Integrated T'ai Chi sequence to help you in your practise.
Please Work carefully – do not push beyond your limits. With time and practise you will
find you are progressing.
You do not have to do every exercise; pick ones that you like to begin with.
Remember to take in to account any advice given to you by your teacher or a
medical practitioner.
Try to practise every day – set aside a few minutes to practise in. Be realistic about how
much time you are able to set aside. It is better to spend 5 minutes in good quality practise
than to try for half an hour and end up feeling dissatisfied.
STANCE
i. Feet should be placed flat down beneath the knees. If necessary support can be
used to ‘prop’ them up.
ii. Body weight should bear down mostly through the hips with
approximately 20% - 30% in the area behind the balls of the feet
iii. Let your hips a pelvis find a comfortable angle that helps your back to
feel supported. remember you can support your back using the chair or
adding a cushion.
iv. Breathing should be slow and gentle without any straining for breathing methods or
patterns.
v. Use whatever support you need for your back and feet.
EXERCISE 1; JOINT ROTATIONS
In the basic seated position describes above gently rotate and loosen all of the joints of
your body that you are comfortable doing this with. Be careful of over extending the
movements.
EXERCISE 2; SHIFTING THE WEIGHT
This exercise starts the basic seated position
i. From the upright position the upper body tilts forward from the pelvis. The body
weight should flow forward in to the feet (out breath).
ii. The feet push down gently to return the upper body to the upright position as in ‘i‘
above. Body weight returns to hips and pelvis (in breath).
Care should be taken that knees are not strained or that effort is made from the shoulders.
The back should remain ‘straight’ and the angle of the head on the spine should not
change.

Exercises 3-7 use the motion described in Exercise 2 - Shifting the Weight
EXERCISE 3; CASTING THE NET
From the basic seated position. Start with hands hanging down beside you.
i. Tilt forward to bring more weight in to your feet and let your arms follow.
ii. Press down gently through your feet to transfer your weight back and again and let
your arms follow.
Care should be taken that the arms do not extend too far or above shoulder height

EXERCISE 4; ROLLING A BALL INTO THE CHEST
Following from the exercise 3:
i. With your weight forwards as you begin to transfer back let your arms come up to
shoulder height.
ii. As you come to the upright position the arms draw in to the chest and back to their
starting position beside your body.
Care should be taken that the hands do not extend too far forward or rise above shoulder
height and that the elbows remain loose and are not strained.

EXERCISE 5; PUSHING A WAVE/ PUSHING A BOAT
Following from the previous exercise:
i. Start with your weight back and hands in front of the hips. As you transfer forward in
press, palms forward, as though pushing against water of a shopping trolley
ii. Press your feet down and the weight transfers back draw hands back to your hips.
Care should be taken that the hands do not extend too far forward and that the elbows are
not fully extended and shoulders are not strained.

EXERCISE 6; PUNCHING WITH BOTH ARMS
As above but with hands loosely fisted
Care should be taken that the hands do not extend too far forward and that the elbows
remain loose at full extent and are not strained. Returning care should be taken that the
arms do not lift. Fisted hands should be loose as though clutching a feather with the thumb
outside.

EXERCISE 7; OUTWARD WINDING
From Exercise 6 above when arms are extended
i. Open your hands and turn them out
ii. Sit back and draw your arms out and down to your side
iii. Bring your hands back in to your hips and press forward (as in Exercise 5 - Pushing
a Wave)

Exercises 8-14 should be performed from the basic sitting position using pressure
from both hips and feet
EXERCISE 8; ROOTING DOWN/LIFTING THE BALL
i. Start with hands in front of your navel as though cradling a ball
ii. Press gently through feet and hips to push hands to shoulder height as though
pushing the ball up from your feet.
iii. Release pressure from feet and hips to draw hands down to a position level with
your hips.

EXERCISE 9; THE WILD GOOSE FLYING
As with 8 above but with your arms extended like a bird in flight

EXERCISE 10; PARTING THE CLOUDS
Continuing from Exercise 9 your hands trace a complete circle and your weight should
transfer forward a little as they drop.

EXERCISE 11 DRAGON PLUCKS THE STARS FROM THE SKY
Start with both arms hanging loose at your sides
i. Reach up gently with one hand until arm is at most almost straight. At the ends of
this raise rotate your arm and close your fingers as though plucking an apple form a
tree.
ii. Contract through the whole of the side of your body to pull the arm down until it
again hangs by your side.
repeat alternating sides. Take care to complete one side before starting the other.

EXERCISE 11; PUSHING IN 2 DIRECTIONS
The starting position is with hands placed in lap.
i. Press down greatly through feet and hips to raise hands up in front of face and
above head as though holding the roof up palms facing up. Elbows should remain
lose and hands barely above the head.
ii. Release pressure from feet and hips to lower hands back to starting position.
iii. Press down greatly through feet and hips to raise hands up in front of face and then
sideways as though pushing the walls away palms facing out. Elbows should finish
loose and lower than the shoulders
iv. Release pressure from feet and hips to lower hands back to starting position .
v. Care should be taken to return to the starting position at the end of each cycle
(EXTRA - if you are comfortable with this you add turning gently in the sideways pushing
and finish facing forward.)

EXERCISE 12; SCOOPING THE SEA-LOOKING AT THE SKY
Take extra care with this exercise - especially when you come back up to the upright
position.
i. Extend one leg so that your heel is on the floor and you knee soft.
ii. Tilt carefully towards that leg with your hands extended forward, either side of your
body and leg, as though scooping water.
iii. let your hips drop back and draw your shoulders up. Your arms will follow your
shoulders - as though you are throwing the water back over your head.

EXERCISE 13; GRASPING THE TIGERS EARS
Continuing on from the last exercise as your hands come to your sides at the start of 12:i
above.
i. Reverse the movement, drawing your hands back and folding them in to loose fists.
ii. Tilt forward with your head extending forward and up.
iii. Draw your hands out and in in a circle until they are in line with your ears or slightly
lower and your elbows bent.

Repeat 12 & 13 on both sides.

EXERCISE 14; EMBRACE TIGER RETURN TO MOUNTAIN
Return to the basic seated position
i. Raise your hands sideways to shoulder height with palms facing down.
ii. Bring your hands around as if holding a ball against your chest.
iii. Draw your hands in to your chest.
iv. Lower your arms to your side

Sit quietly and do tapping before standing
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